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Invacare Xtra Wheelchair

T

he Invacare® Xtra™ chair is designed to offer maximum performance, increased stability, and
everything in between. This range of handling characteristics is achieved through the combination of
the extended rear frame and an axle plate that delivers a remarkable 66 different wheel positions.
The Xtra also features a superlite frame which is split to facilitate growth. All this at a price that brings the high
end of the folding wheelchair market within reach.

Highlights

Specifications

• Box rear frame

Dimensions
Overall
Width open
8.25" plus seat width*
Front Seat-to-Floor
Fork type
6" caster
8" caster
6" upper mounting holes
17", 17.75", 18.5"
n/a
6" lower mounting holes
18.25", 19", 19.75"
n/a
8" 2-holes
n/a
18.75", 20", 21.25"
Rear Seat-to-Floor
Wheel Size (range adjusts in 7/8" increments)
20"
14.75"-17.75"
22"
15.75"- 18.75"
24"
16.5"- 19.75"
Knee-to-Heel** (range adjusts in 1" increments)
70º tapered
15.75"-19.75"
70º
13.5"-18.5"
70º MFX
8.5"-14.75"
Elevating
15.25"-21.25"
90º
5.25"-10.25"
60º
14.75"-18.5"
60º MFX
11"-15"
Arm Heights*** (range adjusts in 1" increments)
Adjustable-height dual-point 10"-14" spacer saver only
Fixed-height dual-point
10" spacer saver only
Swingaway half-arm
8"-10" add 1" with upholstered arm pads
Cane Options
Adjustable-height
Sportster, 10º with push handles,
Straight with push handles
Fixed-height
10º with push handles 20" height
*Measurement taken from outside of handrim to outside of handrim with 0º camber.
**Measurement taken from top of seat rail to back of footrest.
***Measurement taken from top of seat rail to top of armrest.

• Two-piece side frames
• More features than any other
folding chair in its price
category
• Choice of two-point or
swingaway arms
• Choice of seven different front
riggings
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‘‘Invacare says ‘Yes, you can,’
and I couldn’t have said it
better myself.’’

